APPLYING FOR PERMITS ONLINE
The current system is limited to fire permits, mechanical, plumbing, roofing/siding, new construction
for One and Two Family dwellings and a dwelling permit called MUPS that Spokane County has
developed for preapproved plans for specific builders only. As new permit types are added, this list
will be updated. Note that some screen shots may not match what the system currently shows.
Welcome to the Spokane County Building and Planning online portal permit and plan submission
system. To make this journey easier, verify the required submittal documents are on the computer
system you are using to submit through the portal, thumb drive, etc., such as the plans, truss and beam
calculations, WSEC forms, mechanical worksheets, etc. The quickness of our review and approval for
your permit depends totally on the quality of the submittal documents you provide. Typically, such
documents are in a PDF format, though the system can use a variety of formats. In addition, it is
beneficial for you to print off the paper building, plumbing and mechanical permit applications and fill
them out before even starting with the electronic permit. The reason it is the same exact information on
the electronic permits and the format is laid out in the same fashion as the paper versions and the
information will be at your fingertip.
When applying for the permit electronically if you do not have the required information, once you
submit the application you cannot go back and change or fill in new information. When we then receive
the application electronically and identify missing information or mistakes, the review is automatically
put on hold, marked deficient, an email that is sent automatically and wait your response. The only part
that you can resubmit is the plans and documents submittals, but again, if they are not there on the
original submittal the review stops.
In the picture below, on this page, you can go to the blue “Documents” button shown by the arrow at
the bottom to retrieve the paper permit documents and the excel footing calculator.
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Once those are fully filled out, return to the previous page and click on “Applications”.
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The next page provides you several options.
The first box, “Apply online” is for a new permit application.
The second box, “Pay online” is to pay for an approved permit.
The third box, “My inspections” is to schedule or view inspections online.
The fourth box, “My applications” is to view all your submitted applications and to make very limited
changes to them as was mentioned above.

By clicking on the “Apply online” you are automatically taken to the page to choose the type of permit
you wish to apply for

Click the top drop down under category and choose “Building Department”.
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Click the second drop down and choose the type of permit you wish to apply for. As this paper is specific
to new construction residential dwelling, choose that one.

A new screen will open showing the type of permit you chose.
Below that is a box for you to describe what you are building. Typically, it will state a New Single Family
Residence with either an Attached or Detached Garage as shown in this picture.
Then click “Next” at the bottom of this screen.
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Note that you will need either a valid address as provided by Spokane County or the Parcel number for
the property. At times on a vacant parcel an address has not been assigned yet. If that is the case, at the
bottom center, click the blue lettered “I want to enter a parcel # instead”. Either method you choose,
after filling in either the property address or the parcel number, click the “Next” button at the bottom.
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The next screen to populate is for the primary contractor. Unless you are building the house completely
as owner builder, it is best to input the general contractors name at this point as you will still need to
supply it per state law.
Then choose “Next”.
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Now we begin the task of inputting the data for the structure itself. There are quite a few boxes to infill
and this data is very important for us to capture. Having it precaptured on a paper application as
discussed in the beginning will help this process go faster for you.
Please fill in the boxes using all caps as it makes it easier to read on the computer screen and the permit
itself. The items with red asterisk are required to be filled in. If you have not been assigned an address
yet, put unknown, if you do not have all your contractors lined up yet, put unknown, but at some point,
you will need to supply them. Once again, describe the work to be performed, i.e. new single family
residence with an attached garage.
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The building height is calculated from the ground to the roof peak. If the lot slopes, it is calculated at a
point halfway down the slope to the peak. A basement is not considered a story; this number is the
floors above grade. Each floor needs to have the square footage input as that is how permit costs are
derived. Please delineate for the basement how much is finished or unfinished. A bonus room is typically
an area above the garage built within the roof of the garage though it can also be in part of the roof
system for the house, one large open room. Any front or rear deck/porch area as well as the square
footage for the garage. The box for total cost of the project is for your construction cost of the building
itself, not including land, including but not limited to labor, material, wiring, plumbing, mechanical,
finish work, etc. We need to know if there are existing structures on the property and these should also
be shown on the site plan with distances noted.
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If the structure is within the boundary of an existing platted subdivision this next portion is much easier.
If building on a larger rural tract of land, you need to verify all of the following items and input the
correct information. Once again, if any part of this is missing, it increases the length of time for the
permit to be reviewed and approved.
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Now we begin with the mechanical and plumbing portions of the application. As suggested before,
having the paper application filled out with the correct numbers will help in filling this out quickly and
properly. By the time you are applying for the permit all the following items should already be decided
upon by reviewing the plans and mechanical system documents. If need be, have your plumber and
mechanical contractor help to fill these out for you on the paper applications. It is your responsibility to
know the systems of your project. Note that some of the items pertain to commercial projects.
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At the very bottom of the fixtures forms is the valuations tab. This helps to establish the permit fee,
providing the specific square footage for each area and multiplying it by the correct formula. Mistakes
here will be compounded so please be accurate. To begin this example, click on the drop down menu for
valuation.

For my front deck, I click on that line item. And then input the square feet of my deck in the box to the
right. Once I do that, I then click the green “+Add” button.

By clicking the green “Add” button, I insert another value field as shown below. Notice how your deck
square footage shows up below the new one. If you notice, you used the wrong value or square footage,
the black “X” allows you to delete it and revise it. The next value you input is the first floor square
footage the same way as explained above.

Now you input the square footage of the attached garage.
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With all the values for your project entered, it will now look like this. When you are satisfied that it is
correct, click the blue “Next” button.

Now it is time to review all the information that you input into the online application for completeness
and accuracy.
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This review is the last chance you have during the process to correct any errors. Once you are satisfied,
click the blue “Submit my Application” button at the bottom.
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Now the screen will show you the actual permit that you submitted including a building permit number.
You will also receive an email verifying the submittal. It is at this time that you complete the most
important step of the process, the submittal of your plans, truss/beam specifications, footing
calculations, WSEC paper work, etc.
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This next section is where you will upload all the plans, documents, etc. Look at how they are grouped
and sort your PDF files into the same groupings. If you upload one huge file containing all the
documents, it will slow the system and process down as they are grouped for specific reasons and
departments.
Where it shows in blue “0 Files”, click on that for each type of submittal.

A new screen will populate, click the light blue button that says “Upload”.
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A new screen will show up on top of the original and this is the screen to directly upload the files. Simply
click the “Choose File” button upper left, choose the file from your computer system. Once you have
done so, click the blue “Upload” button on the lower right.

It will now bring up the original screen showing the documents that you uploaded. If it is the incorrect
file, you can click the red “Delete” button off to the right and try again. If you have more than one file to
upload for this section, simply click the light blue “Upload” button to insert more. You can upload as
many files as you need to and if after submitting it all, you can upload corrected files on this same page.
When you are done with the files for this portion, simply click the dark blue button that says “Return To
Permit Detail”.
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As shown when you return to the permit detail page, notice that it now shows you have uploaded your
first file. Simply follow the same procedure for all the documents you need to submit. Each time you
upload a file it will show on the permit detail page what you have submitted. In addition, each time you
submit plans, you will receive an email confirmation.

Once you have finished with that submittal process, review the specifics of the permit. You will see the
status of the review steps which for now will simply be “In Queue”. You will see the total of the
plumbing and mechanical fixtures you choose.
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The bottom of the page will show you the total fees.

You will also find the typical inspections required for your project and the conditions for the permit.
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After you submit, if you find that more documents are requested and need to be submitted, log in and
go to this page again, click on the “My applications” tab to the right and it will take you to a screen
showing all the applications you have submitted.
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